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METHODS AND APPARATUSES FOR 
SYNCHRONIZING MIXED-MEDIA DATA FILES 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/699,798, ?led Oct. 30, 2000, which 
is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety and made 
part of the present disclosure. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The invention relates generally to the ?eld of media 
presentation, and more particularly to methods and appara 
tus for synchronizing media ?les. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] A mixed-media ?le presentation system is a pre 
sentation system that simultaneously presents different 
media elements, such as video, audio, images, and text. FIG. 
1 illustrates such a mixed-media ?le presentation system as 
the display screen of a computer, which is one means for 
delivering a mixed-media ?le presentation. The mixed 
media ?le presentation system of FIG. 1 comprises a frame 
and background 106 that hold a variety of media elements. 
In this particular example, there is a video element 100, a 
static image element 102, and a text element 104 in the form 
of subtitles. When the mixed-media ?le presentation system 
is in use, the video plays while the slides and subtitles 
change. The system may also present animations or simu 
lations. 

[0004] In order for the mixed-media presentation to ?ow 
smoothly, it is necessary to synchronize the different media 
elements so that they will be presented at the correct moment 
in the presentation. For instance, the presentation can consist 
of a video of a person giving a lecture, slides to which the 
lecturer refers, and subtitles that display what the lecturer is 
saying in any of a number of languages. 

[0005] The presentation system must display the slides at 
the correct moment in the lecture, and it must correctly 
present subtitles while the video is playing. The presentation 
must correctly associate these media elements to one 
another. 

[0006] According to the present state-of-the-art, methods 
exist for achieving this type of synchronization. In a known 
embodiment, data is physically embedded for the slides and 
subtitles into the actual video data ?le. For example, a user 
will embed Universal Record Locators (“URLs”) at loca 
tions within the video data ?le that are links to the slides or 
subtitles, or the user will place URLs at the front of the video 
data ?le and embed markers into the video data ?le at 
various locations in the data stream. The embedded URLs or 
markers appear at locations in the video data ?le that 
correspond to when the slides and subtitles are to appear. 

[0007] A drawback to the above approach is that it is 
destructive and therefore makes reuse of the ?les a problem. 
By stating that this method is destructive, it is meant that it 
permanently changes the video data ?le (for instance). Later, 
if it is desired to reuse some portion of the previous ?les, 
then the user must start from scratch and embed new data 
into a fresh video data ?le. 

[0008] Notwithstanding the destructive nature of such a 
system, the method for making changes to a mixed-media 
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?le presentation system discussed above is time-consuming 
and tedious; users often must carefully watch and time a 
video as it plays to know where to embed the slide and 
subtitle data. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The invention is a method and apparatus for syn 
chronizing media ?les in a non-destructive manner. Accord 
ing to an aspect, the invention enables changes to be made 
to a mixed-media presentation without creating a new video 
data ?le. 

[0010] According to one embodiment, a method for syn 
chronizing mixed-media data ?les comprises receiving at 
least one streaming media ?le, receiving at least one static 
media ?le, processing the streaming media ?le to produce a 
streaming output for a user, querying the streaming media 
?le to acquire a time marker upon receiving user input, and 
generating an output ?le that links the static media ?le with 
the time marker and the streaming media ?le. The time 
marker represents a point where the static media ?le is to be 
synchronized to the streaming media ?le. The output ?le can 
be used by a mixed-media ?le presentation system to 
synchronize the static media ?le with the streaming media 
?le, or it can be used during the building of a mixed-media 
?le presentation system. 

[0011] In another embodiment, the invention is a computer 
system that includes a database comprising one or more data 
structures relating to streaming media ?les and static media 
?les, and an application program coupled to the database 
that is con?gured to execute the method described above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a mixed-media ?le presentation system as 
displayed on a monitoring device. 

[0013] FIG. 2 illustrates a network architecture in which 
the invention can be deployed. 

[0014] FIG. 3 is a ?owchart depicting overall steps for 
synchronizing media ?les according to an embodiment of 
the invention. 

[0015] FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of a user inter 
face for the sync engine. 

[0016] FIG. 5A is a ?owchart depicting steps for synchro 
nizing static media ?les to a streaming media ?le according 
to an embodiment of the invention. 

[0017] FIG. 5B is a ?owchart depicting steps for synchro 
nizing transcript ?les to a streaming media ?le and creating 
subtitles according to an alternate embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

[0018] FIG. 6A depicts a content de?nition ?le containing 
information related to a static media ?le. 

[0019] FIG. 6B depicts a content de?nition ?le containing 
information related to a transcript ?le. 

[0020] FIG. 7 depicts the relationship between the static 
media ?les and the transcript ?les as synchronized to the 
streaming media ?le. 

[0021] FIG. 8 is a ?owchart depicting an alternate method 
for synchronizing media ?les. 
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[0022] FIG. 9 is a graphical representation of the alternate 
method of synchronizing media ?les shoWn in FIG. 8. 

[0023] FIG. 10 is a ?owchart illustrating hoW a mixed 
media ?le presentation system is generated. 

[0024] FIG. 11 illustrates hoW a database is built and 
modi?ed in accordance With the overall process depicted in 
FIG. 10. 

[0025] FIG. 12 illustrates an embodiment of a computer 
system con?gured to employ the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0026] The invention is directed to methods and appara 
tuses for synchronizing media ?les to enable them to be 
concurrently presented in a mixed-media ?le presentation 
system. The apparatus of the invention, as Well as the 
associated methods, utilize non-destructive techniques to 
synchronize media ?les, Wherein static media ?les and 
transcript ?les synchronization to a streaming media ?le 
occurs Without any destructive changes being made to the 
streaming media ?le itself. The invention alloWs, for the 
synchronization of any types of static media ?les and 
transcript ?les, such as slides, subtitles, and other types of 
images or animations, With any type of streaming media ?le, 
such as video or audio. 

1 . Terminology 

[0027] The term “media ?le” refers to data ?les that 
convey sensory information to a person, such as visual 
information or audible information. The visual information 
can take the form of videos, animations, simulations, graph 
ics, images, and text. The audible information can take the 
form of any type of audio information, including human 
speech, sound effects. 

[0028] The term “streaming media ?le” refers to media 
that is continuous in nature and that has a time component 
to it, such media primarily being video ?les and audio ?les. 
Streaming media ?les can be queried as they run to deter 
mine hoW much time has elapsed since they Were started. 
Representative streaming media ?les include RealVideo 
?les, RealAudio ?les, Quicktime ?les, MPEG ?les, Win 
doWs Media ?les, MP3 ?les, Wave ?les, and any other 
computer generated video and audio ?les. 

[0029] The term “static media ?le” refers to media that is 
static in nature. Static media ?les include graphics ?les such 
as GIF images, JPEG images, Bitmap ?les, or Computer 
Aided Design (“CAD”) draWings, as Well as animation ?les 
that do not have a time component, such as GIF animations 
or Flash animations. Static media ?les also include text ?les, 
such as Word documents, WordPerfect documents, Portable 
Document Files (“PDF”), and other computer generated text 
documents. % 

[0030] The term “mixed-media” refers to a combination of 
both streaming media and static media ?les. 

[0031] The term “transcript ?le” refers to a static media 
text ?le used as a speech transcript during a streaming 
presentation. Transcript ?les can be in any of the text 
formats described herein, and can also be in a standard 
generalized markup language (“SGML”), such as hypertext 
markup language (“HTML”) format. Transcript ?les are a 
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subset of static media ?les, but are herein generally referred 
to separately because the invention often handles transcript 
?les differently than other static media ?le types. For 
example, the methods and apparatus of the invention use the 
transcript ?les to create subtitles for mixed-media presen 
tations. 

[0032] The term “time marker” refers to a numerical or 
other symbolic value obtained from a streaming media ?le 
When the streaming media ?le is queried. The numerical 
value generally represents a quantity or unit of time that has 
elapsed as measured from the starting point of the streaming 
media ?le to the point Where the streaming media ?le Was 
queried, or since the last time marker. 

[0033] The term “server” refers to softWare on a computer 
system or device on a netWork that receives and ansWers 
requests for information. Typically, the computer system is 
also dedicated to storing data ?les and managing netWork 
resources, including netWork traf?c. The computer system or 
device generally includes a processor and a data storage 
device, and is typically connected to the Internet. 

2. Network Architecture OvervieW 

[0034] FIG. 2 depicts a netWork architecture in Which the 
invention can be employed. Generally, a user creates media 
?les on a computer system 200 and transfers them to a 
synchronization server 216 that carries out the methods 
described herein. The media ?les include streaming media 
?les 202, static media ?les 204, and transcript ?les 206. A 
communications netWork, such as the Internet 212, carries 
out the transmitting of media ?les using communication 
lines 222. These communication lines 222 can comprise 
phone lines, ISDN lines, cable lines, T-l lines, T-3 lines, E-l 
lines, or any other communication lines used to transfer data. 
Other communications netWorks, including local area net 
Works (e.g. company intranets) or point-to-point connec 
tions can be used as Well. 

[0035] To move the media ?les to synchronization server 
216, it is preferred that the user ?rst upload static media ?les 
204, transcript ?les 206, and streaming media ?les 202 to a 
server 208. Server 208 has a link to a communications 
netWork, such as the Internet 212, via communication lines 
222. By placing the media ?les on server 208, synchroni 
zation server 216 can access the media ?les Whenever 
necessary to carry out the methods Without having to 
exhaust its oWn data storage space to store these media ?les. 
In addition, the use of server 208 is preferred because if the 
media ?les are resident on the user computer system 200, 
synchronization server 216 only has access to the media ?les 
When the user computer system 200 is poWered up and 
connected to the Internet. Server 208 can be oWned and 
operated by an ISP, or can belong to the user. 

[0036] Synchronization server 216 carries out the methods 
of the invention using streaming media ?les 202, static 
media ?les 204, and transcript ?les 206 created by the user. 
Synchronization server 216 comprises a computer system, 
such as computer system 200. 

[0037] Data storage device 220 in the synchronization 
server 216 preferably stores a sync engine 224. Sync engine 
224 is a computer program comprising one or more 
sequences of instructions that cause a processor to perform 
a number of acts in accordance With the methods described 
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herein. It is also preferred that the data storage device 220 
stores a database 226, which is discussed in further detail 
below. 

[0038] There are several alternate embodiments of the 
invention. For instance, the streaming media ?les 202 can be 
stored on a streaming server, on synchronization server 216, 
or on a user computer system 200, instead of on server 208. 
A streaming server is a server that uses specially-designed 
hardware and/or software to quickly and e?iciently move 
streaming media ?les, which generally have large ?le sizes. 

[0039] In other embodiments, the static media ?les 204 
can be stored on the synchronization server 216 or a user 

computer system 200, instead of on server 208. Generally, 
the issues that will govern where streaming media ?les 202 
and static media ?les 204 are stored concern available 
storage space at the various servers or systems, availability 
of the ?les when stored at the different locations, and 
available bandwidth. 

[0040] In another embodiment, the computer system 200 
can entirely carry out the methods of the invention. In this 
embodiment, sync engine 224 and database 226 reside on 
the user computer system 200, and the use of servers, 
communication lines, and the Internet is avoided. 

3. Method for Synchronizing Mixed-Media Files 

[0041] FIG. 3 is a ?owchart detailing a conceptual over 
view of synchronizing media ?les. Sync engine 224 ?rst 
receives streaming media ?les 202, static media ?les 204, 
and transcript ?les 206 (box 300). The transcript ?les 206 are 
used by the sync engine 224 to create subtitles for the 
mixed-media presentation. 

[0042] Next, as shown in box 302, the sync engine 224 
receives a system input that selects which streaming media 
?le 202 to use for the synchronization process. Moving to 
box 304, the sync engine 224 then receives a system input 
that selects which transcript language to use when creating 
subtitles for the mixed-media presentation. 

[0043] Next, as seen in box 306, the sync engine 224 
retrieves static media ?les 204 and the appropriate transcript 
?les 206 associated with the selected streaming media ?le 
202. This act can also depend on the transcript language 
chosen. Sync engine 224 includes information regarding 
which static media ?les 204 and which transcript ?les 206 
are associated with each streaming media ?le 202. The 
information is based on relationships speci?ed prior to use 
of sync engine 224. The process of creating relationships 
between media ?les is further described below with refer 
ence to FIGS. 10 and 11. 

[0044] Turning to box 308, the synchronization process is 
started. The sync engine 224 concurrently plays streaming 
media ?le 202 and displays one or more static media ?les 
204. Alternatively, or in combination with the above play 
back, one or more portions of transcript ?les 206 can be 
played. In one embodiment, the sync engine preferably links 
and serves the ?les, while a client (e.g., X-server or other 
server application) actually transmits the data to the end 
user. The sync engine 224 can also be implemented so that 
the sync engine 224 actually serves the streaming media ?les 
202. Next, as shown in box 310, as the streaming media ?le 
202 is playing, the sync engine 224 receives system inputs 
that establish synchronization points. As used herein, the 
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term “synchronization point” refers to a speci?c point in 
time during the presentation of a streaming media ?le 202 at 
which a particular static media ?le 204 or subtitle is made to 
appear. Thus, in a completed mixed-media presentation, for 
example, the mixed-media presentation of FIG. 1, as a 
streaming media ?le (e.g. video) plays in section 100, each 
static media ?le (e.g. slides) or subtitle appears within 
sections 102 or 104 when its respective synchronization 
point has been reached. By the end of the presentation, all of 
the slides or subtitles will have cycled through and appeared 
in sections 102 or 104. 

[0045] Turning to box 312, the sync engine 224 enables 
the user to pause, rewind, and replay the streaming media 
?le 202. In this manner, the user is able to see where the 
static media ?les 204 and subtitles were synchronized to the 
streaming media ?le 202. Furthermore, the user is enabled to 
modify where the media ?les were synchronized. Moreover, 
these characteristics allow the user to see if the subtitles 
were created logically. 

[0046] Sync engine 224 next generates an output ?le that 
contains synchronization data, as shown in box 314. This 
output ?le is referred to herein as a “content de?nition ?le”. 
A computer program can use the content de?nition ?le to 
build a mixed-media presentation system, or a mixed-media 
?le presentation system can directly use the content de?ni 
tion ?le to synchronize media ?les. The content de?nition 
?le is described in greater detail with reference to FIGS. 6A 
and 6B. 

[0047] FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of a user inter 
face 400 that provides a means for a user to interact with 
sync engine 224. User interface 400 includes a section 402 
where a streaming media ?le 202 is displayed, a section 406 
where one or more static media ?les 204 are displayed, and 
a section 410 where one or more transcript ?les 206 are 
displayed. Within user interface 400, the transcript ?les 206 
appear in a markup format, shown by each underlined word 
412. User interface 400 also includes control buttons 414 for 
controlling whether streaming media ?le 202 is playing, 
paused, or restarted. 

[0048] According to an embodiment, user interface 400 is 
designed to run within a web browser, such as Netscape 
Navigator (obtainable at www.netscape.com) or Microsoft 
Internet Explorer (obtainable at www.microsoft.com). Such 
a user interface 400 allows the sync engine 224 to be 
accessed from remote locations and run over a communi 

cations network. Thus, a user on computer system 200 can 
use the sync engine 224, located on the synchronization 
server 216, from virtually any location in the world. 

[0049] Turning to FIG. 5A, a ?owchart is shown that 
describes an embodiment of the method for synchronizing a 
static media ?le to a streaming media ?le. Starting with box 
500, the sync engine 224 ?rst receives streaming media ?le 
202 and static media ?le 204. The next steps, shown in boxes 
502 and 504, concurrently present the streaming media ?le 
202 and the static media ?le 204 on a display device. The 
streaming media ?le 202 is handled by a processor that, in 
turn, produces a streaming output. The streaming output is 
the actual video that is displayed on a display screen or the 
actual audio that is delivered through a speaker. Thus, a user 
can see a streaming output such as a video playing in section 
402 of the user interface in FIG. 4, while static media ?le 
204 appears in section 406 of the interface 400. 
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[0050] Next, the user establishes a synchronization point 
to Which the static media ?le 204 is matched. Sync engine 
224 is the tool used for this process, and the user interacts 
With sync engine 224 via user interface 400. Referring to 
FIG. 4 in conjunction With box 506 of FIG. 5A, as the 
streaming media ?le 202 plays Within section 402 of inter 
face 400, the user is alloWed to establish a synchronization 
point by “selecting” static media ?le 204 at the precise 
moment the user Wants the ?le 204 to appear during the 
presentation. This “selection”, Which is simply an input by 
the user, can be accomplished in a number of Ways. A 
preferred Way is using a mouse to place a pointer over static 
media ?le 204 and having the user “click” on static media 
?le 204 at the moment the synchronization point is to be 
established. This same process can be carried out using a 
keyboard. The sync engine 224 then receives this input from 
the user, as shoWn in box 506. 

[0051] This process is best illustrated by an example. 
Consider that a user Wants the ?rst slide 204 shoWn in FIG. 
4 (the “Customers to Clients” slide) to appear thirty seconds 
into streaming video 202. The user starts the video and uses 
a mouse to place a pointer over the “Customers to Clients” 
slide 204. After thirty seconds of the video has elapsed, the 
user “clicks” on the “Customers to Clients” slide 204, 
thereby establishing a synchronization point. NoW When the 
completed mixed-media presentation is shoWn, the “Cus 
tomers to Clients” slide appears on-screen thirty seconds 
after the video has begun. The user can synchronize all of the 
slides in this manner, thus making all of the slides appear at 
appropriate times during the video. It is Worth noting that the 
invention can synchronize any type of static media ?le to 
any type of streaming media ?le in this manner. 

[0052] Moving on to box 508 of FIG. 5A, When an input 
is received sync engine 224 queries streaming media ?le 202 
to obtain a time marker. Upon receiving this query, stream 
ing media ?le 202 generates a time marker and sends it to 
sync engine 224. The time marker indicates hoW much “run 
time” has elapsed since the start of the streaming media ?le. 
As used herein, the term run time refers to a quantity of time 
that has elapsed since the start of the streaming media ?le, 
taking into account only the actual playing of the streaming 
media and not including time incurred due to pauses, 
reWinds, and fast forWards. 

[0053] Next, the sync engine receives the time marker 
(box 510) and generates a content de?nition ?le (box 512). 
The content de?nition ?le contains the time marker along 
With information about the static media ?le 204 and the 
streaming media ?le 202. The content de?nition ?le is 
further described beloW With reference to FIG. 6. 

[0054] Turning noW to FIG. SE, a ?owchart is provided 
that describes a method for creating subtitles from transcript 
?les 206 and synchronizing those subtitles to a streaming 
media ?le. 

[0055] Starting With box 520, the ?rst step in this process 
is for the sync engine 224 to receive streaming media ?le 
202 and transcript ?le 206. Turning to box 522, the next step 
is to convert the individual Words of the transcript ?les into 
a markup format, such as an HTML format. 

[0056] The process of converting the transcript ?les 206 
into markup Words 412 can be accomplished in a number of 
Ways. A preferred method is to use a computer program, 
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such as a Perl script, to extract each Word from the transcript 
?les 206 and re-Write each Word in an HTML format using 
anchor tags. This markup process can also be performed 
using different markup languages. 

[0057] Moving to boxes 524 and 526 of FIG. 5B, the next 
step in synchronizing the transcript ?les 206 and creating 
subtitles is to present streaming media ?le 202 as a stream 
ing output While concurrently displaying portions of the one 
or more transcript ?les on a display device. Here a user can 

see the streaming output, such as a video, playing in section 
402 of user interface 400, While markup Words 412 of the 
transcript ?les 206 appear in section 410 of interface 400. 

[0058] Having the Words 412 in markup format alloWs a 
user to “select” individual Words to synchronize to stream 
ing media ?le 202. Moreover, it alloWs the user to designate 
breaks in the transcript that correspond to the starting and 
ending points for the subtitles. 

[0059] Turning to box 528, the sync engine 224 receives 
inputs that establish synchronization points to Which the 
transcript ?les 206 are matched and designate the start and 
end of subtitles. RevieWing FIG. 4 in conjunction With box 
528 of FIG. 5B, as streaming media ?le 202 plays Within 
section 402 of interface 400, the user is alloWed to “select” 
a markup Word 412 of the transcript ?le 206 at the precise 
moment the user Wants that Word to appear as the start of the 
next subtitle. 

[0060] An example is noW provided to illustrate this 
process. 

[0061] Using the markup Words 412 in FIG. 4, suppose a 
user Wants the folloWing subtitles to be presented at the 
beginning of the mixed-media presentation: 

[0062] 1. “After you have de?ned the desired outcome, 
you can move forWard to aligning the problem With a 
solution.” 

[0063] 2. “This is the second step in Designing and 
Selling a Solution.” 

[0064] 3. “and it makes use of a technique that is quite 
straightforward.” 

[0065] To create and synchronize subtitles, the user 
“selects” the ?rst Word of each of the subtitles at appropriate 
times during the playing of streaming media ?le 202. So as 
the lecturer in the streaming video 202 speaks the Word 
“After”, the user “selects” markup Word “After”412A. This 
action establishes a synchronization point for the Word 
“After”412A, and designates the Word “After”412A as the 
start of the ?rst subtitle. 

[0066] Next, as the lecturer speaks the Word “This”, the 
user “selects” markup Word “This”412B, again establishing 
a synchronization point for the Word “This”412B and des 
ignating the start of the second subtitle. All of the Words 
betWeen “After”412A and “This”412B appear in the ?rst 
subtitle. 

[0067] Finally, When the lecturer speaks the Word “an ” 
the user “selects” markup Word “and”412C to again estab 
lish a synchronization point and designate the start of the 
third subtitle. As before, the Words betWeen “This”412B and 
“and”412C appear in the second subtitle. The Words after 
“and”412C appear in the third subtitle. NoW When the 
completed mixed-media presentation is shoWn, each of the 
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subtitles appears on-screen at the moment that the lecturer in 
the video speaks the ?rst Word of each subtitle. 

[0068] Moving on to box 530 of FIG. 5B, When sync 
engine 224 receives an input “selecting” a markup Word 412, 
sync engine 224 creates a break in the markup transcript ?le 
206 to signify the starting point of a subtitle. At approxi 
mately the same time, as shown in box 532, sync engine 224 
obtains a time marker. The sync engine 224 receives this 
time marker (box 534) and places it into a content de?nition 
?le With information describing the transcript ?le 206 and 
the streaming media ?le 202 (box 528). 
[0069] FIGS. 6A and 6B are graphical representations of 
content de?nition ?les. Content de?nition ?le 600 of FIG. 
6A is for a static media ?le 204. This content de?nition ?le 
600 includes information 602 related to the static media ?le 
204 for Which the time marker Was generated (e.g. access 
path information), information 604 relating to streaming 
media ?le 202 from Which the time marker Was obtained 
(e. g. access path information), and the time marker data 606 
itself. Content de?nition ?le 600 therefore associates static 
media ?le 204 to streaming media ?le 202, and includes a 
time marker that designates When static media ?le 204 is 
supposed to appear While streaming media ?le 202 is served. 
Typically one content de?nition ?le includes data for a 
plurality of static media ?les. 

[0070] Content de?nition ?le 620 of FIG. 6B includes 
information 622 relating to the transcript ?le 206 for Which 
the time markers Were generated, information 624 relating to 
streaming media ?le 202 from Which the time marker Was 
obtained, and time marker data 626 from sync engine 224 
that Was generated by streaming media ?le 202. Content 
de?nition ?le 620 also includes information 626 related to 
breaks in the transcript ?les 206 that designate the starting 
and ending points for the subtitles that Were created. Similar 
to content de?nition ?le 600 of FIG. 6A, content de?nition 
?le 620 associates the transcript ?le to streaming media ?le 
202, and includes time markers that designate When each 
subtitle is to appear While streaming media ?le 202 is served. 

[0071] Content de?nition ?les 600 and 620 can be used 
during the building of a mixed-media presentation. For 
example, a computer program designed to create mixed 
media presentations can utilize the information provided by 
content de?nition ?les 600 and 620 during the generation of 
the mixed-media presentation. One such computer program 
that can use content de?nition ?les 600 and 620 is disclosed 
in a co-pending US. Patent Application Serial No. (not yet 
assigned), Lyon & Lyon Docket No. 255/194, entitled, 
“METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR BUILDING A 
MIXED-MEDIA FILE PRESENTATION SYSTEM,” 
Which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
Content de?nition ?les 600 and 620 can also be dynamically 
used by a mixed-media presentation While such a presenta 
tion is being served back on a display device. 

[0072] Turning to FIG. 7, a graphical representation of 
hoW the invention synchronizes a streaming media ?le 202, 
several static media ?les 204, and several subtitles 704 of a 
transcript ?le 206 is shoWn. Static media ?les 204 and 
subtitles 704 are synchronized to several different synchro 
nization points 706 along streaming media ?le 202. So as 
streaming media ?le 202 plays and time 808 elapses, each 
synchronization point 706 is triggered causing a static media 
?le 204 or a subtitle 704 to appear in the mixed-media 
presentation. 
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[0073] According to one embodiment, sync engine 224 
resides on a portable storage medium such as a ?oppy disk 
or a CD-ROM. This alloWs sync engine 224 to be used on 
computer systems other than synchronization server 216. In 
another embodiment, sync engine 224 can reside on storage 
device 210 of a computer system 200 of the user. This alloWs 
a user to use sync engine 224 at their home or of?ce Without 
the need for a link to a communications netWork such as the 
Internet. 

[0074] In another embodiment, a JavaScript timer is used 
to measure the elapsed time as the streaming media ?le 202 
When there is no conventional streaming media ?le (e.g. 
video or audio) being used in the mixed-media presentation. 
Static media ?les 204 and/or transcript ?les 206 can then be 
synchronized to the JavaScript timer using the methods 
described herein. 

[0075] Altemately, user action can be used to synchronize 
the static media ?les 204. For instance, a user can input a 
request to have the next static media ?le 204 presented by 
clicking on a markup “Next Page” button on a computer 
display screen. 

[0076] In another alternate embodiment, the content de? 
nition ?les can be produced manually rather than by the sync 
engine 224. A user, such as a computer programmer, can 
create the content de?nition ?les by inserting data related to 
the streaming media ?le 202, the static media ?le 204 and/or 
the transcript ?le 206, and the time marker data. 

[0077] FIG. 8 is a ?owchart describing an alternative 
embodiment for synchronizing media ?les, While FIG. 9 is 
a graphical representation of hoW a streaming media ?le 
202, several static media ?les 204, and several subtitles 704 
are synchronized in accordance With this embodiment. 

[0078] Turning to FIG. 9, streaming media ?le 202 com 
prises a series of frames 906, each frame 906 having a 
unique address. The unique address generally comprises a 
block number 910 and a frame number 912. For example, 
frame number 05 of block number 00 has a frame address 
914 that comprises a combination of those numbers, such as 
“00,05” or “0005”. The system can then identify a speci?c 
frame 906 by locating the block 910 it is contained in, and 
then ?nding the frame 912 With the correct frame number. 

[0079] Turning to box 800 of FIG. 8, the sync engine 224 
?rst receives streaming media ?le 202 and static media ?le 
204. Next, as shoWn in boxes 802 and 804, the sync engine 
224 plays streaming media ?le 202 While concurrently 
displaying static media ?les 204. Again, the streaming media 
?le 202 is presented as a streaming output after being 
handled by a processor 204. 

[0080] Moving to box 806, the sync engine 224 receives 
an input that establishes a synchronization point. When this 
input is received, as shoWn in box 808, sync engine 224 
queries streaming media ?le 202 to obtain a sync frame. As 
used herein the term “sync frame” refers to a frame 906 of 
the streaming media ?le 202 that is in use (i.e. being served) 
at the moment the sync engine 224 receives the input. Upon 
receiving this query, streaming media ?le 202 identi?es a 
sync frame and sends its unique address to sync engine 224. 
Then as shoWn in boxes 810 and 812, sync engine 224 
receives the sync frame information and generates a content 
de?nition ?le containing the sync frame’s unique address as 
Well as information about the static media ?le 204 and 
streaming media ?le 202. 










